Strenuous endurance exercise: is more better for everyone? Our genes won’t tell us
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If we could give every individual the right amount of nourishment and exercise, not too little and not too much, we would have found the safest way to health.—Hippocrates circa 400 BC

As eloquently described by our colleagues Ruiz et al.,¹ numerous large observational and cohort studies have provided compelling evidence for the benefit of mild and moderate exercise on cardiovascular health and mortality. That the benefit of exercise intensity and duration continues to increase into the realms of intense competitive sport is more controversial. This is of importance given that endurance sporting events continue to increase in popularity. For example, over one million Americans competed in an endurance triathlon last year, and participation rates are currently increasing by 10–20% per annum.² The last half-century has seen an increase in morbidity associated with a lack of habitual exercise and a simultaneous increase in the number of people performing exercise well in excess of recommendations. Very appropriately, the public health focus has been on addressing inactivity, but it may be presumptive to assume that there is no upper limit to what constitutes healthy exercise for the heart. There is accumulating evidence that strenuous endurance exercise may be associated with an increase in some cardiac arrhythmias and speculation that some of the structural changes associated with the ‘athlete’s heart’ may not always be benign. Thus, there is a clear need to expand our understanding of the effects of greater doses of exercise.

A PROBLEM WITH DEFINITIONS

The non-standardised gradations of exercise intensity complicate interpretation of exercise studies. There is compelling evidence that ‘strenuous exercise’ is associated with improved cardiovascular outcomes, but it must be noted that the definition of ‘strenuous’ is derived from middle-aged non-athletic populations. For example, Blair et al.³ ascribed a delay in all-cause mortality to ‘high levels of fitness’, but estimated the ‘asymptote of benefit’ to be approximately 9 metabolic equivalents (METS) in women and 10 METS in men, beyond which further benefits may not be expected. This approximates to slow running or an oxygen consumption of 35 ml/kg/min, an intensity at which most well-trained athletes would be at only 50% of their capacity. There is little overlap between the ranges of exercise for which we attribute cardiovascular benefit and those which are routinely practised by athletes. Perhaps more importantly, the maximal exercise levels for which we have good evidence of benefit are below that expected for exercise-induced cardiac remodelling, the so-called ‘athlete’s heart’ to occur. We should not assume that the benefit from lower intensities can be generalised to the high-level training which induces changes in cardiac morphology.

BEING A COMPETITIVE ENDURANCE ATHLETE IS HEALTHY, BUT IS THAT A RESULT OF STRENUOUS EXERCISE?

While most large cohort studies have failed to include doses of exercise relevant to that practised by competitive endurance athletes, some reassurance about higher doses of exercise has been provided by the description of excellent health outcomes in 2613 elite Finnish athletes who competed between 1920 and 1965.⁴ As compared with age-matched referents chosen from records of induction into compulsory military service, the 303 endurance athletes had longer life expectancy (75.6 vs 69.9 years, p<0.01 for analysis of survival curves). However, it is clear that the populations differ in many respects other than their athletic status alone. Athletes were more than twice as frequently non-smokers, consumed less alcohol, experienced less weight gain and were more frequently in higher occupational strata. These differences are reflected in the cause-specific mortality for this cohort in which the greatest relative reductions were in obstructive airways disease and lung cancer.⁵ Thus, while it seems clear that being an athlete is healthy, these studies do not enable analysis as to whether mortality benefits are due to lifestyle factors, exercise or a combination of both. The ideal study to assess the impact of strenuous endurance exercise on health outcomes would compare cohorts of matched cardiovascular risk profiles but differing exercise regimes. While no such study exists, some inference may be gained from two studies in which mortality was compared according to athletic proficiency—perhaps a reasonable surrogate for exercise dose. Farahmand et al.⁶ described a reduction in expected mortality among competitive skiers in Sweden, but found no difference between the least and most trained athletes. van Saase et al.⁷ assessed mortality in 2259 participants in the 32 years following a 200 km Dutch skating tour and found that those athletes finishing within 2 h of the winner had a similar life expectancy to the general population while recreational participants had higher than expected life expectancy. Thus, a greater benefit could not be established for strenuous endurance exercise when compared with more moderate exercise practise.

POTENTIAL CARDIAC MORBIDITY AMONG COMPETITIVE ENDURANCE ATHLETES

Speculation that habitual intense endurance exercise may be associated with cardiac pathology in some individuals is based on three lines of circumstantial evidence: permanent changes in cardiac structure, an increase in cardiac arrhythmias and functional impairment following prolonged intense exercise.

Athlete’s heart: physiology versus pathology?

Morphology of the athlete’s heart is relatively well defined. There is enlargement of all cardiac chambers, which is greatest in those practising sports that combine endurance and power.⁸ The chamber dilation enables greater cardiac output and VO₂max during exercise⁹ while increases in ventricular wall thickness redress the increases in wall stress incurred as a result of larger chambers. Thus, the changes that are observed are in keeping with a proportional response to the physiological load. However, there are some suggestions that in addition to myocyte hypertrophy,
athletic heart remodelling results in expansion of the extracellular matrix resulting in permanent structural changes which may portend an increased risk of arrhythmias. Studies of elite athletes have demonstrated that ventricular dilation progresses with continued training and may not completely regress with de-training, even after many years. Electrophysiological changes may also reflect an element of permanent remodelling. Stein et al used double pathological blockade to demonstrate that reductions in sinus and atrioventricular node automaticity were in part due to intrinsic tissue changes rather than being entirely attributable to upregulation of the autonomic nervous system. This mecano-electrical remodelling may have long-term consequences as demonstrated by the excess sinus node disease diagnosed in the chronically enlarged hearts of retired professional cyclists. Histological evidence of fibrosis in athletes’ hearts has also been reported, but should be interpreted with caution given that it is based entirely on case observations taken from athletes with cardiac symptoms or other co-morbidities. Other non-invasive surrogate measures of fibrosis such as delayed enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance studies and biochemical markers have also stimulated debate regarding whether the remodelling associated with athlete’s heart is always benign. This remains a critical unanswered question.

Increased arrhythmias? There is increasing evidence that strenuous endurance exercise is associated with an increased prevalence of atrial fibrillation (AF). Even within ranges of exercise below those practised by athletes, a U-shaped exercise response curve has been described whereby mild exercise is associated with a lower incidence of AF while the risk increases with more ‘vigor-ous’ exercise. At ‘extremely vigorous’ exercise doses, numerous case–control and observational studies provide evidence that endurance athletes experience higher rates of AF than non-athletes. Athlete’s heart has also been associated with an increase in ventricular ectopy and/or ventricular tachycardia. Biffi et al demonstrated that, in the absence of structural cardiac abnormalities, ventricular arrhythmias largely resolved with de-training and were not associated with clinical events during long-term follow-up. Heidbüchel et al, on the other hand, described an alarming rate of serious arrhythmic sequelae and sudden death among a cohort of elite endurance athletes who had presented with complex ventricular arrhythmias. This was associated with structural right ventricular abnormalities while left ventricular abnormalities were uncommon. Right ventricular ejection fraction was lower among athletes with ventricular arrhythmias than in asymptomatic athletes, and affected athletes had a lower rate of genetic mutations than would be expected if these findings were attributable to an underlying familial disease. We have contended that extreme endurance exercise may exact a disproportionate ventricular strain resulting in proarrhythmic remodelling of the right ventricle and that future studies assessing the significance of athlete’s heart must include assessment of this chamber.

Post-race cardiac impairment Multiple studies have detailed increases in cardiac troponin and natriuretic peptides and left ventricular abnormalities following intense prolonged exercise. The term cardiac ‘fatigue’ has often been favoured to reflect prompt and complete cardiac recovery. However, whereas evidence of left ventricular impairment has been inconsistent and usually mild, right ventricular function is more frequently and more profoundly affected. Moderate right ventricular dysfunction has been demonstrated using echocardiography and MRI even in the absence of any apparent left ventricular abnormalities. The reason for this preponderance of right ventricular impairment is uncertain, but it raises important questions as to whether repeated insults could explain the chronic right ventricular injury and arrhythmias described in elite endurance athletes.

UNFAMILIAR GENETIC TERRITORY Ruiz and colleagues argue that the increasingly sedentary modern western lifestyle is at odds with a genome which has been programmed through millennia of obligatory daily activity. However, it must also be noted that there is no historical precedent for the levels of sustained exertion demanded by modern endurance sport. Thus, it may be argued, the human heart is programmed for moderate exercise whereas the divergent trends of the last 50 years—inactivity and extreme endurance sporting events—are unfamiliar territory.

Many centuries on, Hippocrates’ counsel cautioning ‘too little’ exercise has proven wise, we should now more carefully appraise how much is ‘too much’.
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